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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editoria team

I have submitted the revised manuscript incorporating the following changes

1. Major revisions

Author list: the list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system, both in style and order. The preferred style is 'First name Initial Last name'(e.g. Joe F Bloggs). Currently they do not match.

NOW DONE

Structure: Please insert a heading titled 'Conclusions' after the discussion.

INSERTED

Tables: we notice that you have included the tables as additional files. If you want the tables to be visible within the final published manuscript please include them in the manuscript in a tables section following the references. Alternatively,
please cite the files as Additional file 1 etc., and include an additional files section in the manuscript.

REFERENCED AS ADDITIONAL FILES

Figure: Please ensure that the figure is cited as 'Figure 1' throughout the manuscript.

CITED AS FIGURE 1

References: References should be cited in the text using consecutive numbers in square brackets. Please do not use superscript numbers. Also, please place the reference before the full stop. For example 'text [1].'

REFORMATTED

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Abstract: Please remove the vertical line from the abstract.
DONE

Competing interests: Please insert this section before the author's contributions section.
DONE

Funding: Please insert the statement of funding in an acknowledgements section and place directly after the authors' contributions.
DONE

Regards
Shakila